
Notes:  Common Core Standards Workshop (CLAS/Oct. 2012)

Basic rationale for Common Core:
*declining competitiveness with developed countries
*lessons learned from high performing countries (ex. Singapore--teach less, learn more)
*inconsistent state standards
*NAEP performance that is largely flat over past 40 years
*global competition
*changing 21st century workforce and jobs
*students preparation for college and career
*educational equality state to state for families that move
*adopt a voluntary set of rigorous standards that parallels high achieving countries

Principles of the Common Core:
*fewer, clearer, higher
*aligned to college and career readiness
*higher order skills
*internationally benchmarked
*evidence and research based

Basic points for the Common Core:
*Change is a process not an event. 
*Common planning time is critically important.
*We need to take something off the plate in order to make room for this new effort.
*Create a culture to try and fail among educators.
*There is a starting point--do not sit on the sidelines.
* Be sensitive to classroom needs.

Math Component Points:
*Balance between computation and conceptual understanding
*Careful progression/building block approach
*Emphasis on problem solving and application
*Skills floor and not the ceiling

Key shifts for math in Common Core:
*Deliberate choice of not only what you teach but the level at which to teach it
*Focus deeply on the concepts that are prioritized in the standards
*Focus is paramount
*Narrow the scope of content for each grade level
*Develop deep understanding



*Teach fundamentals well (Ex. first grade used to be asked to teach probability but that 
age student can’t process fractions. No more probability in first grade.)
*K through 2nd:  whole numbers and add/sub
*3rd through 5th:  mult/div/problem solving
*Math should make sense and pieces fit together
*Connect learning within grade and across grades
*Look at coherence example of 3rd gr. in standards--shows multiplication linked 
naturally to area of a triangle.  
*Most critical area uncovered by math council is fractions--skills around fractions must 
be deeply understood not just memorized.  (Ex. What is the mathematics that makes 
the “invert and multiply thing” work? Students must thoroughly understand so teachers 
must know math and throughly explain and demonstrate.)
*Rigor-higher standards
*Equal intensity in conceptual understanding and real life math problems
*Develop deep understanding and not just procedures
*Basic math facts--fluency--speed and accuracy in math calculations
*Time for practice
*Fluencies mark the end points of learning and conceptual understanding
*Use appropriate tools strategically (Ex. manipulatives)
*Develop fluency before using calculators
*Predominant amount of class time should be on grade level focus areas you can move 
a child ahead or deeper but make sure mastery has occcurred.

What can teachers do now?
*Provide time to work together.
*Review existing materials; decide what continues to be taught; what is dropped; what is 
moved.
*Carefully consider new materials for alignment; caution when making new text 
purchases; texts will still have items that do not need to be taught in certain grade levels
*Work with math teachers across grade levels
*Work with math teachers across grade levels
*Use on-line resources
*Assessment should not lead the discussion but should be discussed
*Shift to more formative assessment; make instructional changes as soon as a need is 
identified
*Do not be captive to summative assessment

Why should we be concerned?
*Teachers are reading the CC for their grade level and saying that it looks the same to 
them.
*Only about a 1/4 of teachers say they will leave out and pull in what they need to for 
CC; be sure teachers have the freedom to make these changes
*Grades 1-5 teachers do not feel mathematically prepared to teach their math topics.
*Grades 6-8 only 60% of math teachers feel prepared to teach math.
*Grades 9-12 only 70% of math teachers feel prepared to teach math.



Five Math Absolutes:
1.  Teach to the standards; know what you are teaching; be able to explain that you are 

teaching “standard 3” not “chapter 3 of a textbook”
2.  Make sure you have an in-print clearly articulated K-12 math curriculum then use it.
3.  Prepare teachers.
4.  Monitor progress in your school in a formative manner so changes can be made 

immediately. 
5.  Students graduate and are prepared for college and career. 

Publisher criteria  on line document--do not leave this to chance.
Look at math design, collaborative tools on line, fully thought out math lessons, how 
they connect with CC.

http://www.achievethecore.org/downloads/
Math_Publishers_Criteria_K-8_Summer_2012.pdf

Sites for CC Resources:

Main overall site--this houses videos, tools, research, teacher work:
http://www.achievethecore.org

Tasks and problems to illustrate the CC:  
http://illustrativemathematics.org

Suggested Books:
*Comprehending Math 
*Number Talks (Parrish)
*Writing in Math Class (Burns)
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